This paper investigates the dependence of the properties of the spatial harmonics on the overmoded ratio of the corrugated waveguide operating in TM 01 at 30 GHz with the consideration of the effects of the ripple shape. It is found that as the overmoded ratio grows, the electric fields concentrate towards the ripple surface, which weakens the enhancement of the power handling capacity caused by augmentation of the overmoded ratio. As the overmoded ratio grows, the ratio between the field amplitudes of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic increases monotonically. Therefore, the total electric fields composed of the spatial harmonics become the spatial beating-wave with the single frequency, whose amplitudes vary along z-axis with the spatial period determined mainly by the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic. Researches on coupling impedances show that with the same overmoded ratio, the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples provides better synchronous coupling for the wave-beam interaction than that of the sinusoidal ripples does. Moreover, it is better to choose the fundamental harmonic close to the light line as the synchronous wave for the wave-beam interaction in the low magnetic field. In that case, even if the electron beam keeps far away from the ripple surface, the synchronous wave still provides strong enough coupling for the electron beam.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relativistic backward wave oscillator (RBWO) is considered to be one of the most promising high power microwave (HPM) generators due to its compact structure [1] , [2] , high conversion efficiency [3] , [4] , high tunability [5] , [6] and the ability of repetitive-rate operation [7] , [8] . As the high power microwave (HPM) technology has matured gradually [9] , [10] , increasing the output power in the low magnetic field has been a leading tendency in the development of RBWO [11] - [14] , especially when the generated wavelength goes into high frequency range such as Ka-band [15] , [16] . However, the operation of RBWOs in the low guide magnetic field in high frequency is still obsessed with several serious problems.
First, as the output power increases higher and higher, the problem of power handling capacity becomes more and more serious for the operation of RBWO [17] , [18] , especially
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in the high frequency band [19] , [20] . The power handling capacity is mainly limited by the internal RF breakdown induced by the intensive electric field on the surface of the corrugated waveguide [4] , [21] . Second, the low guide magnetic field is likely to weaken the confinement of the electron beam. Thus small quantities of the electron may bombard on the inner surface of the corrugated waveguide [1] , [8] .
For these aforesaid problems, it is suggested that the overmoded ratio α = 2r 0 /λ (here, D = 2r 0 , r 0 is the average radius of the corrugated waveguide, and λ is the generated free-space wavelength) of the corrugated waveguide should be increased [22] , [23] . When α increases, several axisymmetric modes at the required frequency could appear together in the corrugated waveguide. According to the previous research, the coupling impedance and the growth rate of the lowest axisymmetric mode TM 01 are always much larger than those of other higher axisymmetric ones thus resulting in the dominance in the mode competition [24] , [25] . Therefore, TM 01 always works as the operation mode in RBWO [11] , [26] . In these RBWOs, some of them adopt the sinusoidal ripple as shown in FIGURE 1 (a) [27] , [28] , while the others employ the improved rectangular ripple with semicircle on its top as shown in FIGURE 1 (b) [4] , [26] . And in some of these RBWOs the electron beam interacts synchronously with the −1st spatial harmonic [29] , [30] , while in the others the electron beam interacts synchronously with the fundamental harmonic [31] , [32] . However, the principle of the choice of the synchronous harmonic between the fundamental harmonic and the −1st spatial harmonic is not clear, especially under the low magnetic field. And little researches have been done on the properties of the spatial harmonics in the corrugated waveguide. Moreover, the effects of the ripple shape on the field distribution of the spatial harmonics in the corrugated waveguide haven't been clarified yet.
For the foresaid problems, this paper studies the variation of the properties of the spatial harmonics with the overmoded ratio of the corrugated waveguide operating in TM 01 at 30 GHz. We compare the two types of the most widely used ripples adopted in the corrugated waveguide operating in the Ka-band or other higher wave bands. The two types of the ripples are shown in FIGURE 1, in which the sinusoidal ripple and the improved rectangular ripple share the same ripple period p = 4.6 mm, the same ripple depth d = 0.45 mm, and the same average radius r 0 . In this paper, the superscripts a and b in the equations are for the physical variables of the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples and those of the improved rectangular ripples, respectively. This paper is organized as following. In Section II, the field distribution of TM 01 at 30 GHz in the corrugated waveguide is calculated based on the corresponding dispersion. In Section III, the effects of the ripple shape and the overmoded ratio on the properties of the spatial harmonics in the corrugated waveguide are researched analytically, including the field distribution and the coupling impedance. Finally, a brief summary and conclusion is presented in Section IV.
II. CALCULATION OF SPATIAL HARMONIC IN CORRUGATED WAVEGUIDE
Analytical research on the electromagnetic field of the spatial harmonic in the corrugated waveguide with different ripples utilizes the theoretical method developed by Swegle et al. [33] and has been validated by our previous work [5] , [12] , [34] , [35] . The radii of the two types of the ripples as shown in FIGURE 1 can be described as
respectively. According to the Floquet's theorem, the transverse components of the total electromagnetic field of TM 01 , E r (r, z), E z (r, z) and H θ (r, z), can be expanded as the superposition of the fields of the spatial harmonics E r,n (r, z), E z,n (r, z) and H θ,n (r, z) [36] : 
where A n is the coefficient of the nth spatial harmonic, E rm,n (r), E zm,n (r) and H θ m,n (r) are the amplitudes of the radial electric field, the axial electric field and the azimuthal magnetic field of the nth spatial harmonic, respectively. In (3), β n = β 0 + 2nπ/p and T n = [(ω/c) 2 − β 2 n ] 0.5 are the longitudinal and transversal wavenumbers of nth spatial harmonics, respectively. J 0 (T n r) and J 1 (T n r) are the 0th and 1st order first kind of the Bessel Functions, respectively. By substituting (3) into the perfectly conducting boundary condition of the ripples described by s (1) and (2) 
Hereî r andî z are the radial and axial unit vectors, respectively. The elements of the matrix D are: where m, n = −∞, . . . , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , +∞ are the index numbers of the spatial harmonics. Truncate D into a (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) matrix by making m, n = −N , . . . , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , +N , and solve the combination of (4) and (5) . Then the electric field described by (3) can be derived. The dispersion of the improved rectangular ripple waveguide as shown in FIGURE 1 is illustrated in FIGURE 2, where the target frequency of 30 GHz we concern about is marked by the dash-dotted line. In FIGURE 2, the average radius increases from r 0 = 4.0 mm to r 0 = 18.0 mm, corresponding to the overmoded ratio from α = 0.8 to α = 3.6 for the frequency of 30 GHz. It is shown in FIGURE 2 that the dispersion moves into the low-frequency region as the average radius r 0 increases. The frequency of the dispersion in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples is a little higher than that of the improved rectangular ripples with the same ripple depth, the same ripple period and the same average radius. FIGURE 2 is divided into fast-wave and slow-wave regions by the light line [37] . The −1st spatial harmonics of TM 01 at 30 GHz in both the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples and that of the improved rectangular ripples with the average radius from r 0 = 4.0 mm to r 0 = 18.0 mm are all slow wave. However, in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples with the average radius from r 0 = 4.0 mm to r 0 = 18.0 mm the fundamental harmonics of TM 01 at 30 GHz are all fast wave. While in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples, the fundamental harmonics of TM 01 at 30 GHz are fast wave with the average radius from r 0 = 4.0 mm to r 0 = 11.0 mm, and then fall into the slow-wave region with the average radius growing up to r 0 ≥ 12.0 mm. When the spatial harmonic is converted from the fast wave to the slow wave, the transverse wavenumber in (3) becomes T n = [(ω/c) 2 − β 2 n ] 0.5 = jτ n . Thus the amplitudes of the electric fields E rm,n (r) and E zm,n (r) in (3) are described by I 1 (τ n r) and I 0 (τ n r), the 1st and 0th order modified Bessel functions. In this paper the electric fields in (3) are normalized to the total power flux P = 1 W.
III. FIELD DISTRIBUTION OF SPATIAL HARMONIC IN CORRUGATED WAVEGUIDE
In the wave-beam interaction, the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic play the most important role in the wave-beam interaction [29] , [38] , [39] . Moreover, it is found that the field amplitudes of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic are much larger than those of the other spatial harmonics. Therefore, it is reasonable to concentrate on the properties of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic.
A. FIELD DISTRIBUTION OF −1st SPATIAL HARMONIC AND FUNDAMENTAL HARMONIC
The radial distribution of the amplitudes of the electric field in the corrugated waveguide with the sinusoidal ripples and that with the improved rectangular ripples both operating in TM 01 at 30 GHz are illustrated in FIGURE 3, FIGURE 4, FIGURE 5 and FIGURE 6, which demonstrate that the both the radial and the axial electric fields of the −1st harmonic and the fundamental harmonic decrease monotonically as the overmoded ratio α = D/λ increases.
The amplitudes of the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic E rm,−1 (r) and E zm,−1 (r) increase along r-axis as shown in FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4. It can be seen that the positions of the half value of the maximum amplitudes of the electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic move to the ripple surface as the overmoded ratio grows. For example, in FIGURE 3 (a), when the overmoded ratio is α = 1.0, E a rm,−1 (r) reaches the half of its maximum at around r/(r 0 − d) = 0.75 and peaks on the ripple surface at r/(r 0 − d) = 1. That is to say, the radial electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic with the amplitude larger than the half of its peak value appears within the radial space from r/(r 0 − d) = 0.75 to the ripple surface at r/(r 0 − d) = 1. However, when the overmoded ratio increases to α = 3.6, E a rm,−1 (r) reaches the half of its maximum at around r/(r 0 − d) = 0.9 and peaks on the ripple surface at r/(r 0 − d) = 1, and thus the radial electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic with the amplitude larger than the half of its peak value appears within the radial space from r/(r 0 − d) = 0.9 to the ripple surface at r/(r 0 − d) = 1. It can be concluded that near the ripple surface the electric field amplitude of −1st spatial harmonic grows faster along r-axis in the corrugated waveguide with the larger overmoded ratio than that does with the smaller overmoded ratio. The similar phenomenon can be observed in FIGURE 3 (b), FIGURE 4 (a) and (b), which indicates that the electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic concentrates towards the ripple surface as the overmoded ratio grows.
The radial distribution of the field amplitude of the fundamental harmonic E rm,0 (r) and E zm,0 (r) depends on whether it is fast wave or slow one.
When the fundamental harmonic is the fast wave, E rm,0 (r) is described by J 1 (T 0 r), which reaches its maximum on T 0 r max = 1.8412. In the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples, when α = 1.0, T 0 (r 0 − d) = 2.1134 and r max = (1.8412/2.1134)(r 0 − d) < r 0 − d, which means that the peak value of E a rm,0 (r) occurs away from the ripple surface as shown in FIGURE 5 (a). While the overmoded ratio increases up to α = 2.4, T 0 (r 0 − d) = 1.6832 and r max = (1.8412/1.6832)(r 0 − d) > r 0 − d. Thus the peak value of E a rm,0 (r) can only appear on the ripple surface as shown in FIGURE 5 (a). The similar phenomenon also takes place in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripple as shown in FIGURE 5 (b). When α = 1.0, T 0 (r 0 − d) = 1.9160 and r max = (1.8412/1.9160)(r 0 − d) < r 0 − d. Thus the peak value of E b rm,0 (r) locates away from the ripple surface. While α = 1.2, T 0 (r 0 − d) = 1.8266 and r max = (1.8412/1.8266)(r 0 − d) > r 0 − d, so the peak value of E b rm,0 (r) moves to the ripple surface. As a result, as the overmoded ratio increases, the radial electric field of the fundamental harmonic E rm,0 (r) concentrates towards the ripple surface. When the fundamental harmonic of TM 01 at 30 GHz in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples becomes the slow wave as the overmoded ratio grows up to α ≥ 2.4, E rm,0 (r) described by I 1 (τ 0 r) also reaches its peak value on the ripple surface as shown in FIGURE 5 (b). Therefore, it can be concluded that the radial electric field of the fundamental harmonic E rm,0 (r) also concentrates towards the ripple surface as the overmoded ratio grows, which weakens the enhancement of the power handling capacity caused by the augment of the overmoded ratio.
As shown in FIGURE 6 , the amplitude of the axial electric field of the fundamental harmonic E zm,0 (r) decreases along r-axis as described by J 0 (T 0 r) if the fundamental harmonic is the fast wave, while E zm,0 (r) increases along r-axis as described by I 0 (τ 0 r) if it is the slow wave which can interact synchronously with the electron beam. In the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples with the average radius r 0 ≥ 12.0 mm (corresponding to the overmoded ratio α ≥ 2.4 for 30 GHz), the fundamental harmonic of TM 01 at 30 GHz locates in the slow-wave region. Compared with the axial electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic whose amplitude E zm,−1 (r) attenuates rapidly as its distance away from the ripple surface increases as shown in FIGURE 4 , the amplitude of the axial electric of such fundamental harmonic E b zm,0 (r) decreases slowly as shown in FIGURE 6 (b). Moreover, in FIGURE 6 (b), when the longitudinal mode of the fundamental harmonic locating in the slow-wave region gets close to the light line, the transverse wavenumber τ 0 becomes relatively small. Therefore, the variation of E zm,0 (r) along r-axis determined by I 0 (τ 0 r) becomes more moderate. The longitudinal mode on the light line at f = 30 GHz is (2π f /c)p = 0.92π. In FIGURE 6 (b), when the average radius r 0 = 12.0 mm (corresponding to the overmoded ratio α = 2.4 for 30 GHz), the longitudinal mode of TM 01 at 30 GHz is β 0 p = 0.9283π with the transverse wavenumber τ 0 = 84.6296 m −1 . In this case, as its distance away from the ripple surface increases, the amplitude of the axial electric field xattenuates from E b zm,0 (r = r 0 − d) = 584.9766 V/m on the ripple surface to E b zm,0 (r = 0) = 466.6705 V/m on the center axis with the reduction of only 20% as shown in FIGURE 6 (b). By comparison, when the average radius increases to r 0 = 14.0 mm (corresponding to the overmoded ratio α = 2.8 for 30 GHz), the longitudinal mode of TM 01 at 30 GHz is β 0 p = 0.9401π with the transverse wavenumber τ 0 = 132.0528 m −1 . And the amplitude of its axial electric field decreases from E b zm,0 (r = r 0 − d) = 565.5931 V/m on the ripple surface to E b zm,0 (r = 0) = 286.2955 V/m on the center axis with the reduction of 49% as shown in FIGURE 6 (b). Therefore, it can be concluded that the E b zm,0 (r) of the fundamental harmonic close to the light line attenuates with its distance away from the ripple surface more slowly than E b zm,0 (r) of the fundamental harmonic far away from the light line does.
The comparison between the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic is illustrated in FIGURE 7 and FIGURE 8 , from which it can be inferred that two factors affect the ratio between the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic in the corrugated waveguide. First, on the same distance away from the ripple surface, the ratio between the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic increases as the overmoded ratio grows. Second, with the given overmoded ratio, the ratio between the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic increases as it get close to the ripple surface. However, the radial electric field of the fundamental harmonic E rm,0 (r) is much larger than that of the −1st spatial harmonic E rm,−1 (r) as shown in FIGURE 7 (a) and FIGURE 8 (a), which indicates that the fundamental harmonic is the main carrier of the power flux in the corrugated waveguide. Contrarily, the axial electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic E zm,−1 (r) is likely to exceed that of the fundamental harmonic E zm,0 (r) near the ripple surface with the large overmoded ratio as shown in FIGURE 7 (b) and FIGURE 8 (b) .
The ratio between the field amplitudes of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic as shown in FIGURE 7 and FIGURE 8 has significant on the distribution of the total electric field in the corrugated waveguide.
B. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL ELECTRIC FIELD
In the corrugated waveguide, the annular electron beam travels on the given radius position with the constant distance away from the ripple surface. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the field distribution along z-axis on the given radius position. Take r = r 0 − d -1.0 mm in the corrugated waveguide consisting of sinusoidal ripples operating in TM 01 at 30 GHz for instance, when the overmoded ratio is α = 0.8, the radial electric field E a r,n (r, z) and the axial electric field E a z,n (r, z) of the spatial harmonics are shown in FIGURE 9. In FIGURE 9, because the amplitudes of the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic are several-magnitude-order larger than those of the other spatial harmonics, the variation of the electric fields of the different spatial harmonics along z-axis are demonstrated in two parts. And when the overmoded ratio is α = 0.8, the ratio between the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic is very small as shown in FIGURE 7 and FIGURE 8. Thus in the corrugated waveguide with the overmoded ratio α = 0.8, the spatial periodicity of the total field distribution can be characterized directly by the guided wavelength of the fundamental harmonic λ g,0 as shown in FIGURE 10 . In FIGURE 10 the spatial period of the total electric field approximates closely to the guided wavelength of the fundamental harmonic λ g,0 = 31.2712 mm.. And the amplitudes of the total electric field nearly keep unchanged along z-axis. However, as the overmoded ratio grows, the distribution of the total field along z-axis becomes different.
As the overmoded ratio grows, the ratio between the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic increases as shown in FIGURE 7 and FIGURE 8 . When the overmoded ratio increases up to α = 2.2, the amplitude of the radial electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic E r,−1 (r, z) is still much smaller than that of the fundamental harmonic E r,0 (r, z) as shown in FIGURE 11 (a) , while the amplitude of the axial electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic E z,−1 (r, z) approximates that of the fundamental harmonic E z,0 (r, z) as shown in FIGURE 11 (b) . As a result, the total electric field in the corrugated waveguide with the overmoded ratio α = 2.2 is the spatial beating-wave with the single frequency as shown in FIGURE 12 , in which the amplitudes of the electric fields vary periodically along z-axis. In FIGURE 12 , the spatial periodicity of the total field distribution can't be characterized directly by the guided wavelength of the fundamental harmonic λ g,0 . On the contrary, it is found that the spatial period of the amplitude evolution along z-axis, which is mainly determined by the spatial distribution of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic together, is about 0.5λ m = 40.8831 mm.
Here β m = 0.5(|β −1 | − |β 0 |) and λ m = 2π /β m . When the overmoded ratio grows up to α = 3.6, the total electric field is also the spatial beating-wave with the single frequency as shown in FIGURE 13 , in which the spatial period of the amplitude evolution along z-axis is 0.5λ m = π /β m = 2π /(|β −1 | − |β 0 |) = 56.2347 mm. The similar phenomenon can be observed in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples.
When RBWO with large overmoded ratio operating in TM 01 at 30 GHz is designed, the properties of the total electric field performing as the spatial beating-wave with single frequency as shown in FIGURE 12 and FIGURE 13 should be considered carefully.
C. COUPLING IMPEDANCE IN CORRUGATED WAVEGUIDE
The coupling impedance, which provides some measure of the effectivity of the wave-beam interaction on the given radial position [15] , [38] , is defined as K n (r) = E zm,n (r)E * zm,n (r) 2β 2 n P = T 4 n A 2 n J 2 0 (T n r) 2β 2 n P
When we investigate the coupling impedances of the spatial harmonics in the corrugated waveguide, we focus on the coupling impedances of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic. The coupling impedance of the −1st spatial harmonic, which is slow wave in both the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples and that of the improved rectangular ripples with the average radius from r 0 = 4.0 mm to r 0 = 18.0 mm, should be researched. However, in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples with the average radius from r 0 = 4.0 mm to r 0 = 18.0 mm, the fundamental harmonic is the fast wave, which can't interact with the electron beam. While in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples, the fundamental harmonic becomes the slow wave only when the average radius r 0 ≥ 12.0 mm. As a result, only the coupling impedance of the fundamental harmonic in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples with the average radius r 0 ≥ 12.0 mm (corresponding to the overmoded ratio α ≥ 2.4 for 30 GHz) should be studied.
The coupling impedances of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic calculated by (6) are illustrated in FIGURE 14 and FIGURE 15 . It can be concluded that on the given normalized radial position r/(r 0 − d), the coupling impedances of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic decrease as the overmoded ratio grows. And the coupling impedances decrease significantly as its distance away from the ripple surface increases. However, in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples with the overmoded ratio α = 2.4, the coupling impedance of the fundamental harmonic K b c,0 (r) decreases more slowly with its distance away from the ripple surface as shown in FIGURE 15 (b) . In this case, the slow attenuation of K b c,0 (r) with its distance away from the ripple surface corresponds to the radial distribution of E b zm,0 (r) as shown in FIGURE 6 (b), which is due to the fact that the fundamental harmonic of TM 01 at 30 GHz with the overmoded ratio α = 2.4 is close to the light line. Besides, it can be inferred from Figure 16 that the coupling impedance of the −1st spatial harmonic in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples K a c,−1 (r) is smaller than that of the improved rectangular ripples K b c,−1 (r) with the same overmoded ratio. And in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples with the overmoded ratio α ≥ 2.4, the coupling impedance of the −1st spatial harmonic K b c,−1 (r) is smaller than that of the fundamental harmonic K b c,0 (r) as shown in Figure 17 . The moderate attenuation of K b c,0 (r) with its distance away from the ripple surface in the case of α = 2.4 as shown in FIGURE 15 (b) is likely to benefit the wave-beam interaction in the low magnetic field. In the corrugated waveguide the electron beam interacts with the slow wave, whose amplitude decreases as its distance away from the ripple surface increases. In the low magnetic field, the electron beam always keeps far away from the ripple surface to avoid the bombard on the surface wall [11] , [13] , [16] , [20] . As a result, when the fundamental harmonic which locates in the slow-wave region and is close to the light line works as the synchronous wave, the synchronous wave can still provide strong enough coupling with the electron beam even if the electron beam keeps far away from the ripple surface.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates the dependence of the properties of the spatial harmonics on the overmoded ratio of the corrugated waveguide operating in TM 01 at 30 GHz. Two types of the most widely used ripples adopted in the corrugated waveguide operating in the Ka-band or other higher wave bands are considered.
It is found that as the overmoded ratio grows, the electric fields of the −1st spatial harmonic E rm,−1 (r) and E zm,−1 (r) concentrate towards the ripple surface, and the peak value of the radial electric field of the fundamental harmonic E rm,0 (r) also moves towards the ripple surface. Such variation of the field distribution with the overmoded ratio does not facilitate the enhancement of the power handling capacity caused by augment of the overmoded ratio. The field amplitudes of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic are much larger than those of the other spatial harmonics. The radial electric field of the fundamental harmonic E rm,0 (r) is much larger than that of the −1st spatial harmonic E rm,−1 (r) since the fundamental harmonic is the main carrier of the total power flux in the corrugated waveguide. Contrarily, the axial electric field of the −1st spatial harmonic E zm,−1 (r) is likely to exceed that of the fundamental harmonic E zm,0 (r) near the ripple surface with the large overmoded ratio. Besides, the variation of the ratio between the field amplitudes of the −1st spatial harmonic and the fundamental harmonic with the overmoded ratio has the significant impact on the spatial distribution of the total electric field in the corrugated waveguide. When the overmoded ratio is small, the field amplitudes of the −1st spatial harmonic are much smaller than those of the fundamental harmonic. As a result, the spatial periodicity of the total field distribution can be characterized directly by the guided wavelength of the fundamental harmonic λ g,0 . And the amplitudes of the total electric field keep nearly unchanged along z-axis. As the overmoded ratio grows, the ratio between the field amplitudes of the −1st harmonic and the fundamental harmonic increases monotonically. Therefore, the total electric field in the corrugated waveguide with the large overmoded ratio becomes the spatial beating-wave with the single frequency, whose amplitudes of the electric fields vary periodically along z-axis.
It can be concluded that the coupling impedance of the −1st spatial harmonic in the corrugated waveguide consisting of the sinusoidal ripples K a c,−1 (r) is smaller than that of the improved rectangular ripples K b c,−1 (r) with the same overmoded ratio. In the corrugated waveguide consisting of the improved rectangular ripples with the overmoded ratio α ≥ 2.4, the coupling impedance of the −1st spatial harmonic K b c,−1 (r) is smaller than that of the fundamental harmonic K b c,0 (r). Besides, when the longitudinal mode on the fundamental harmonic of TM 01 at 30 GHz locating in the slow-wave region is close to the light line, the coupling impedance of the fundamental harmonic K b c,0 (r) decreases relatively slowly as its distance away from the ripple surface increases. As a result, it is better to choose the fundamental harmonic, which locates in the slow-wave region and is close to the light line, as the synchronous wave for the wave-beam interaction in the corrugated waveguide operating in the low magnetic field. In that case, even if the electron beam keeps far away from the ripple surface, the synchronous wave can still provide strong enough coupling with the electron beam.
